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City can help its residents' help

      Comments

APRIL 13, 2011 

For too long, the City of Prince George has been putting the health of its citizens at risk. There is
considerable scientific evidence that warrants a precautionary approach to pesticide use. The evidence
links pesticide exposure to asthma, non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma, brain cancer, lung cancer, kidney cancer,
prostate cancer, pancreatic cancer, Parkinson’s disease, and leukemia. Prince George’s children are at a
higher risk due their rapidly developing bodies.

Cosmetic pesticides are used to improve the appearance of lawns and gardens by controlling unwanted
weeds and plants but can contain toxic chemicals that are cancer-causing. This cosmetic use is non-
essential.

To date, more than 130 Canadian municipalities have restricted the use of cosmetic pesticides with
bylaws. In 2011, the City of Prince George should seize the opportunity to demonstrate municipal
leadership, ultimately creating a sense of civic pride.

We need to implement bylaws in our City that will eliminate these harmful agents from our lawns,
gardens, sports fields, playgrounds, and recreation areas. It will help prevent cancer in our families and
promote a sustainable environment at the same time.

Also, there are a number of viable non-toxic alternatives that exist.

Personally, I have had a family member die after an intense battle with leukemia and another that is in
recent remission from non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma -- both residents of Prince George for nearly 30 years.

Promoting public awareness and petitioning for a strong legislation in Prince George to ban the sale and
use of cosmetic pesticides is very important to me.

Protect yourself and those you love. The Canadian Cancer Society has published a list of ingredients
common in pesticides at www.cancer.ca.bc. Please avoid products that have harmful chemical
ingredients.

Current and future citizens of Prince George deserve to live in a community that is safe and non-
hazardous -- not in a community where their health is at risk.

Join the fight from the exposures of cosmetic pesticides by writing letters to the editor. Together, we
can start changing how we live and make cancer history.

Justin Sandhu

Prince George
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QUESTION OF THE WEEK

In what cases should a Taser be used
to subdue a minor?

It should never happen

27%

Only if a life is threatened

42%

At the police's discretion

31%

Total Votes: 1234

View results of current and past polls
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account you may register a new profile with Disqus by first clicking the "Post as" button
and then the link: "Don't have one? Register a new profile".
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Better yet, Justin, just quit breathing on the bad air pollution days.
That'll probably accomplish more than your ban on the grass and flower promotion of growth
products!!! i do believe the pesticides sold are mostly used to produce meth. Too valuable to
kill weeds!
The roads themselves in this city are probably potential killers--as high blood pressure is a risk
of stoke when dodging potholes with your vehicle is possibly similar to dodging bullets.
Actually, one would be more confident of dodging the bullets?? Of course, distance would be
a factor with bullets--whereas potholes are a given with great frequency.
What about this fluoride controversy? Could it be this city does not care if the bothersome,
complaining, demanding, residents get a few days occasionally being forced to lie abed with
grievous complaints of ill health????
Oh, get a grip!!! The group running this city into the ground are still enjoying the fantastic
compensation they receive while in action.
Stay strong, city hall, eventually these complainers too shall pass!!!!!!!
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